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Most writers are scared, plain and simple. Most people that want to be writers can 't write because they are paralyzed by
the idea of failing at.

Write about things you know no one will read. The simple post proved to be an exorcism of guilt. What advice
would you give to someone who wants to become a writer? A student went up to one of the microphones and
said, "I want to be a writer. You stink. Based in Los Angeles, he is working on a new book about spiritual
consumerism. This AMA cemented that belief. Dan Harmon Poops Can you give some advice for a person
who dropped out of college, to follow her dream I want to be a doctor. He is now known for being somewhat
of a control freak, so his reason for the transition isn't very surprising. I was crumbling under the pressure that
I was creating for myself. It's lack of being on the same page that probably screws things up the most. He
explained his reasoning. Prove it. Harmon is a lot easier to follow, however. We could write a fucking book on
how bad a book would be if we just wrote one instead of sitting at a desk scratching our dumb heads trying to
figure out how, by some miracle, the next thing we type is going to be brilliant. Like a follow up to his last
statement, Harmon said, "Prove that you can write horribly. And over timeâ€”over an agonizing amount of
time, an amount of time so long that perfecting this science will directly precede your deathâ€”you find a
confusing, paradoxical balancing act, in which you truly don't care because you truly care and you know that
the more you care, you the more you can't care. You do give a shit. What he said, in conclusion, continues to
stick with me. I think Dan identified the exact problem I have. We know how we suck like the backs of our
shitty, untalented hands. Are you scared of embarrassing yourself? And I've been kind of interested in that
concept recently: the idea that what 'fame' really is, on the receiving end, is the feeling that 'everyone' knows
who you are and what your value is, which is the feeling everyone would have if we were living in tribal-sized
populations that matched what our DNA is 'designed' to experience. I wanted an answer to this question as
well, so my ears perked up. I say keep failing. This seemed important. People have different personalities; they
have different crutches; they have different processes.


